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INTRODUCTI ON

, It has been proposed by a company known variously as Yukon Central
Heating Ltd. Klondike Central Heating or Resource Intertrade Ltd.,
that energy from a central heating plant ("Central Heat") be used
to .heat the Yukon Law Centre. This report briefly outlines some of
the implications to the Yukon Government of the use of energy from
Central Heat. As of the time this report was being prepared, no
design for the central heating system exists, therefore, many of
the te~hnical features of the system are not known.

INSTALLATION IMPLICATIONS

To prevent any problems with improper chemical treatment, the
central heat system must be separated from the Law Centre heating
by the use of a heat exchanger. This adds to the capital cost of
the installation within the Law Centre and means that hot water
from Central Heat must be at least 220°F to sat; sfy the aemands of
the Law Centre. This is probably close to the upper limit that
Central Heat can del ive:A hot water. Any reduction in \t;ater
temperature due, to, dE''11'lnd frol'l a,ny buildings on the ~y~te:n \Jill

, make necessary th'~ use C'f the L.aw Centre boil ers. :',
, j

The cost of piping and equipment on the Law Centre property will be
significant (approximately $25,000.00). This must be paid for
either by revenues to Central Heat or by savings to the
government.

When the new equipment for use of the central heat source is
installed, there will be disruptions to the occupants of the
building as piping must be installed thrcugh occupied spaces.

The new piping should en-(:er' the building from Wood Street as:lo;e
to the boiler room as possible i~ order to minimize the length of
piping within the Law Centre.

The energy meter should be installed on the La\t! Centre side of the
heat exchanger to prf.:v::r:: tht: Yukon Government payi ng- fot" 1i oe
losses.

Routing of the piping from the parking garage to the second floor
mechanical room will have to be determined.

The existing boiler room in the Law Centre has been designed only
for the equipment that is presently installed there. There is very
little additional space for the heat exchanger and piping. Once
'equipment sizes are determined, the space will have to be examined
closely to see if the new equipment will fit in the boiler room.
Should it not, the next most likely location will be the parking
garage where it will take up some area presently used for other

, purposes.
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INSTALLATION IMPLICATIONS - continued

For the Government to avoid any unknown costs, the design and
installation of the equipment should be provided by Central Heat.
This may lead to warranty problems when the two systems are tied
together unless the original mechanical contractor for the building
is hired to install the new equipment and piping.

Properly engineered drawings and specifications must be prepared
for the installation. The design must meet the ASHE 831.9 Code.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The central heat company has indicated they have four potential
clients. Of these, t~e Law Centre has the largest demand
(~pproximately 5X 10 Btuh). Central Heat has indicated that
the Sheffield Hotel has a similar demand. They also have two small
potential ctients. The boiler they propose to use has an output of
only 4 X 10 Btuh. Consequently, it can be expected that for
a large part of each winter, the demand of the Law Centre could not
be satisfied from the central heat source •

.The existing boiler plant in the Law Centre will be required to act
as standby to the central heat source to meet the peak heating
loads and to handle the load when the central heat plant is out of
operation for any reason. If one or both the existing boilers are
circulated with hot water, the radiation and convection losses will
amount to approximately 3% of connected capacity. This will result
in a 10% to 15% increase in fuel costs over what otherwise might be
expected.

Should hot water not be circulated through the boilers in an
attempt to reduce heat losses, they will have to be turned on
manually whenever the central heat source cannot supply the total
demand of all its customers. This will increase labour costs at
the Law Centre.

The changeover from the central heat source to the Law Centre
boilers could be done automatically, however, the cost of the
controls and equipment to perform this automatic changeover would
have to be included in the project cost. If this cost is to the
account of the Yukon Government, it should be paid for by any
energy savings. The introduction of automatic controls on the Law
Centre side of the heat exchanger increases possible maintenance
problems for Government staff. In addition, the introduction of
hot water into the cold boilers produces a phenomenon known as
thermal shock. While the type of boilers installed at the Law
Centre are among the least susceptible to thermal shock of all
commonly produced boilers for commercial buildings, the repeated
thermal shocking of the boilers may decrease their useful life.
The amount of decrease in the useful life of the boilers is not
possible to predict.
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OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS - continued

Because the boiler plant in the law Centre will have to remain
operational at all times, an operator will still have to be present
to supervise the plant in accordance with the Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Ordinance of the Yukon Territory. Thus, there will be no
reduction in operational labour costs.

The Yukon Government maintenance staff will not have control over
the chemical treatment or water temperatures on the central heat
side of the heat exchanger. Therefore, maintenance of this
equipment and piping should probably be the responsiblilty of
Central Heat.. This may introduce some operational difficulties
when Central Heat staff need access to the building.

Consideration must be given to any serious mechanical failures
(i.e. leaking of relief valves, failures of pipes) and the
responsibility for the subsequent damage.

CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS

No contract specifically drawn up for supplying heat to the Law
Centre has been prepared by Central Heat, however, they did make
available a copy of a contract (copy attached) that was intended to
be used when they were preparing a plan to supply heat to the
Government administration building. Central Heat has suggested
that this would be the basis for a contract concerning the Law
Centre.

From the point of view of the Government, this contract has a
number of drawbacks. These include:

- There is no definition of ·"ownership" of the heating equipment.
This may become important should Central Heat become bankrupt
during the life of the agreement.

- Clause 1 implies that the Yukon Government is responsible for the
costs of piping and equipment within the building. Without
proper design drawings, this cost is unknown. If the Government
is responsible for this cost, any saving generated by using
energy from Central Heat will have to pay for the capital
investment as well as recognize the risk that Central Heat may
not fulfill their contract due to economic or technical
problems.

Clauses 5, 7 and 8 refer to oil prices that are generally
applicable in the Territory. Because the Yukon Government pays
for fuel at a lower rate, the suggested saving of 20% and 25% is
misleading.
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CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS - continued

- Clause 6 contradicts the implications in Clause 1 concerning
capital costs.

- Clause 10: If Central Heat own the meter, the cost of testing
should be paid for by them. A better situation would be for the
contract to call for annual calibration in addition to checks for
suspected inaccuracy. The question of who has access to meter
modifications should be addressed in the contract.

- The proposed contract does- not sa feguard the Government of the
Yukon from a number of possibilities i.e.

bankruptcy of Central Heat.
- failure of Central Heat to supply heat in sufficient annual

quantities to amortize any investment by the Yukon Government.
- forced closure of the Central Heat plant due to failure to meet

emmission standards.
- liability for injury or property damage due to any of the

installation within the law Centre property.
- access to the law Centre by Central Heat staff.
- disruption of government operations due to Central Heat

actions.
- security of the energy meter.
- termination of the contract by either Central Heat or the

Government of the Yukon.
assignment of the contract.

- removal of equipment at the end of the contract.
- maintenance of equipment on government property.
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'nilS AGRE£::MrnT m'I'ED THE my OF , A.D. 1984

BE'l.'WEEN :

AND:

YlJK(NCENTAAL HEATING LTD., in the City
of Whitehorse, Yukon Territory

(hereinafter called the "Heating")

OOVER-lMEN'I' OF YUKOO, in the City
of Whitehorse, .Yukon Territory

(hereinafter called the "Custarer")

OF THE FIRST PARI'

OF THE SECXl'ID PARl'

h"HERFAS Heating is setting up a central heating plant to service the
Yukon Territorial Govenurent Administration building and library;

AND l"lliERFAS the parties wish to set out the tenns and conditions under
\vhich this service shall be provided;

NCX-i THEREFORE WI'INESSETH that the parties hereto hereby mutually covenant
and agree as follows:

1. Heating shall pay for all capital rosts including the boiler building,

. heating equi~t, fuel handling equiprent, electrical and plumbing tie-ins,

and for all maintenance of the heating equiprent and distribution lines up

to the point at which the lines enter the Q.lst.arer' s buildings. All equip

nent maintenance and boiler surveillance will be the responsibility of

Heating.

2. The Custome.r agrees to use this central system as their first source

of heat and not to use any other heating source as long as their needs can

be net by this system.

3. '!be heat shall be billed by use of a heat neter as described in SChedule

"A" C?r a replacerrent device approved by the parties.

4. Fbr the purpose of this calculation, oil shall be considered to have

been burned at eighty percent (80%) efficiency and oil shall be deened to

have a gross calorific value of 167, SOO BTU per gallon.
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5. The OJstarer agrees to pay for heat during the first three years of the

contract based on eighty percent (80%) of the 1984 of oil price of pour point

-180e as disclosed in the fourth quarter Yukon Ecenani.c Ieview for 1984.

6. A surcharge of 10% will be added to the m:nthly billing until Heating

has reoovered the Capital COst plus interest associated with all installations

of equi:fXIent located within the Administration Building and the Librazy, in

particular, but not exclusively:

Heat exchangers & purtps, BIU neters, pipes, la1:x::>ur costs for installation.

7. The Custarer agrees to pay for oil during the next four years of the

contract based on eighty percent (80%) of:

(a) the oil price as disclosed in the third quarter Yukon Eccnomic

Review .for the year 1987 for the contract year beginning 1988;

(b) the oil price as disclosed in the third quarter Yukon Economic

Review for the year 1988 for the contract year beginning 1989;

(c) the oil price as disclosed in the third quarter Yukon Economic

Review for the year 1989 for the contract ·year beginning 1990;

(d) the oil price as disclosed in the third quarter Yukon Eoonomic

Review for the year 1990 for the oontract year beginning 1991.

8. The OJstarer agrees to pay for heat during the final three years of

the contract based on seventy-five percent (75%):

(a) of the oil price as disclosed in the fourth quarter Yukon

Eccnomic Review for the year 1991 for the centract year be

ginning 1992;

(b) of the oil price as disclosed in the fourth quarter Yukon

Economic Review for the year 1992 for the contract year be

ginning 1993

(c) of the oil price as disclosed in the fourth quarter Yukon

Econanic Review for the year 1993 for. the centract year be-

ginning 1994
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• 9. The tern of this kitraet shall be fran the ( . day of----- -----
1984 to the day of , 1994.

10. It is agreed that the CUstarer and Heating may have the neter ~cked at

anytiJre at their own eJ<PeJ1se provided that if it is found to be inaccurate,

the costs of the testing together with the costs of any repairs shall be paid

for by the CUstarer.

11. It is agreed that if it is found to be inacrorate, no adjustments on

t..te bill shall be made l10re .than thirty (30) days prior to the written

request for testing.

12. Heating agrees to operate the system in a proper blsinesslike manner and

agrees to use due diligence to assure the' CUst:arercontinuous service.

13. The CUst:.arer agrees to leave their existing heating system in place

and to keep it properly maintained so that in the event. of any difficulty

with the heating system, the CUstorrer's present system may be used on an

interim base.

14. Heating shall read the neter on the last day of each l10nth and shall

bill the CUstarer and the CUstater shall l:e required to pay the bill within

ten (10) days. In the event the CUstaner fails to make the payment within

ten days interest shall be added to the bill at the rate of eighteen percent

(18%) per annum calculated and corrpounded l1Ol1thly.

IN WI'INESS WHEREXlF the parties hereto have executed these presents

the day and year first alx>ve written.

SI~ BY

YUKON CENTRAL HEATING LTD.

SIQID:> BY

in tm presence of:

)

)

)

)

)

)

(S E A L)
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NOTES

1. Replace 48" length of 14" duct with 20" X 12" duct lined with 2" accoustic insulation.

2. Provide new 10" X 6" duct lined with 2" accoustic insulation .
•

3. Provide new accoustic flexible connection to diffuser.

4. Remove existing duct.

5. Provide new balance damper.

. ..
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